Kingsville Italian Day 2014

You might be mistaken for thinking you were in an exotic part of Italy on Tuesday 28th October when Kingsville students participated in a range of experiences that gave them some insights into Italian cultural life. The multi aged groups participated in dancing, cooking, soccer and art activities (including “Michelangelo drawing” under tables!) with the day culminating in an engaging Italian performance. Students showed their creativity with their costumes and also enjoyed delicious gelati. A big GRAZIE (thank you) to everyone who helped make it such a great day.

Student reflections…

Lots of people dressed up for Italian day. I dressed up as a pizza. It took me a night to make the pizza. It was great!
Scarlett 1/2D

I went to Italian day. I had gelati and it was very yummy! I also made an Italian desert called Tiramisu. We got to eat. I loved Italian day!
Jasper 1/2D

Italian day was really fun. All the activities were very interesting. The performance was very entertaining.
Annika 3/4D

Italian day is really fun. I had a lot of good activities. The performance was great. I wish I could do all the activities because they all sounded fun. The gelati was really nice.
Josh 3/4D

The gelati was really nice, it felt like burning gold in my mouth. My favourite food I made was Tiramisu because it was really rich and it was fun to make. Italian day is a great experience for everyone.
Stefan 3/4D

I experienced a lot and I learnt how to make food like Bruschetta. I made it for my family on Friday night. Some really good costumes stood out to me on the day like the table with pasta on it. Overall it was a great success.
James 5A

My favourite activity from Italian day was making Tiramisu. Each group got to do 4 activities that had to do with Italy. Our group made pasta art, a cooking activity and a drawing activity which was really fun. I think it was a really good idea to have Italian day.
Maddie 5A

Italian day was a great experience. We got to do cooking and make things that had to do with Italy like plasticine gondolas. My favourite thing was bruschetta and I made it for my family that following night.
Veronika 5A